Introduction
A family of functions from n to is k-point interpolating if, for every k-subset S of n and every function f : S , there is a function f h ? such that f hQ S l f. An unsolved problem of approximation theory [5] is the determination of the smallest dimension CI k ( n , ) of a k-point interpolating subspace of continuous functions from n to . This problem is unsolved even for n l 2. We investigate a related problem that was inspired by this one, namely, suppose that we have the less ambitious goal of obtaining a family of functions such that, for each k-subset S of n , there is a function f ? such that f is injective on S. How small can be ? We say that a function f : X Y separates a subset S of X if f is injective on S. A family of functions from X to Y is k-point separating if every k-subset S of X is separated by some f ? . Our principal result is the determination of the cardinality LS k ( n , ) (respectively, DS k ( n , )) of a smallest k-point separating family of linear (respectively, smooth) functions from n to . We prove that, if n, k 2, then
Our proof that n(kk1) is an upper bound for LS k ( n , ) is based on graph theoretic results presented in Section 2 which have some interest in their own right. We say that a graph is an n-tree if it is a union of n edge-disjoint spanning trees. Such a graph with k vertices clearly has n(kk1) edges. Using a result of Nash-Williams [10, 11] , we show that every graph with k vertices and n(kk1) edges has a non-trivial subgraph which is an n-tree. We also establish a determinantal criterion for a graph with k vertices and n(kk1) edges to be an n-tree.
In Section 3, we prove that LS k (F n , F ) l n(kk1) holds for a large class of fields F, including all infinite fields and even some finite fields (depending on n and k). This result implies in particular that DS k ( n , ) n(kk1). Thus, to prove equality here, we only need to establish that n(kk1) DS k ( n , ), which we do in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we prove some results for CS k ( n , ), the cardinality of a smallest k-point separating family of continuous functions. We find that CS k (#, ) k for k 2, and that CS k ( n , ) k\2 (nk1) for n, k 2. We also consider the case in which k is infinite. We prove that, for any ordinal number α such that A α QQ, if n is finite, then CS A α ( n , ) l LS A α ( n , ) l A α +" .
Graph theoretic results

n-trees
In this section, G l (V, E ) denotes a graph with vertex set V and edge set E. We allow multiple edges but no loops in our graphs. Recall from graph theory that a tree is a connected acyclic graph. We say that G is an n-tree if there is a partition oE " , … , E n q of E such that, for every i, the graph (V, E i ) is a spanning tree of G, that is, G is a union of n edge-disjoint spanning trees. (The concept of an n-tree, although not the name, was introduced by Nash-Williams [10, 11] . Our notion of an n-tree should not be confused with that of Harary and Palmer [7, 3.5, p . 73], which is an entirely different concept.)
We will need a theorem of Nash-Williams. Recall that a forest is an acyclic graph, namely a disjoint union of trees ; a forest is connected if and only if it is a tree. For every subset X 7 V, let E X denote the set of all edges of G both ends of which lie in the set X.
N-W T ([11]). A graph G l (V, E ) is decomposable into n forests if and only if, for e ery non-empty subset X of V, we ha e
QE X Q n(QX Qk1).
(1) T 1. If QE Q l n(QV Qk1) and QV Q 2, then the graph G l (V, E ) contains a subgraph with at least two ertices which is an n-tree.
Proof. Our theorem follows by induction on QV Q. If QV Q l 2, then E contains n edges. Each edge joins the two vertices in V, and therefore determines a spanning tree. Therefore, G is a union of n spanning trees and is therefore itself an n-tree.
Assume that QV Q 3, and that the theorem holds for graphs with fewer than QV Q vertices. Suppose that there is a proper subset X of V with QX Q 2 and QE X Q n(QX Qk1). Then, by removing some edges from E X if necessary, we obtain a subgraph (X, E h) of (V, E ) satisfying QE hQ l n(QX Qk1) and QX Q QV Q, and by induction we are done. Otherwise, for all proper subsets X of V with QX Q 2, we have QE X Q n(QX Qk1). By hypothesis, (1) holds when X l V, and, since we have no loops, (1) holds trivially when QX Q l 1. Hence (1) holds for all subsets X of V. We conclude from the NashWilliams Theorem that G decomposes into n forests, say
, and E i EE j l 6 for i j. A forest F i with ω i components and p i vertices has p i kω i edges. Since the edges of the forest partition the edges of G, we have
Since p i QV Q and ω i 1, it is clear that p i l QV Q and ω i l 1 for all i. Hence each F i is a spanning tree and consequently G is itself an n-tree. By induction, we are done, and the proof is complete.
A determinantal criterion for n-trees
We let G l (V, E ) be a graph with p 2 vertices and q edges. We assume that q l n( pk1), n 1. This is obviously necessary for G to be an n-tree. We fix an ordering 
qq be a set of nq real numbers which are algebraically independent over the field of rational numbers. Set
for i l 1, 2, … , n, and define M l M(G) to be the matrix in block form :
Here G is a graph with p vertices and q l n( pk1) edges, and K is the qi( pk1) matrix defined above. Hence X i K is a qi( pk1) matrix, and M is a qiq matrix. Note that each row of A and therefore of K corresponds to an edge of G, and so, to simplify notation, we identify the edge e i with row index i of K. We say that the ( pk1)-set T 7 [q] l E is a tree if the edge-induced subgraph is a tree.
Form the monomial
For distinct partitions, we obtain distinct monomials ; hence these monomials are linearly independent over .
T 2. If G is a graph with p ertices and q l n( pk1) edges, then det M(G) 0 if and only if G is an n-tree. If G is an n-tree, then
where
er all ordered partitions of E into disjoint spanning trees, and ε(T
Proof. This theorem is a consequence of Lemma 1 and the following generalization of Laplace's expansion for determinants.
Let M be any qiq matrix and let R, C 7 [q]. Then M R,C denotes the submatrix of M with rows that have indices in R and columns that have indices in C. Laplace's expansion of det M can for our purposes be stated as follows (see, for example, [9, Theorem 12, p. 564]). For a fixed ordered partition (C "
where (R " , R # ) runs over all ordered partitions of [q] into two sets such that
. This generalizes by induction to the following.
. To apply this to the qiq matrix
Note that C i has pk1 elements corresponding to the column indices of
Hence, by Lemma 1,
R i is a spanning tree 0 otherwise.
From (6) and (7), we immediately obtain (4). Then, since the monomials m(T " , … , T n ) are linearly independent, det M(G) 0 if and only if G is an n-tree.
In this paper, we are primarily interested in families of functions from n to . However, some of our results hold when is replaced by other fields. For background material on field theory, see, for example, [8] .
We now introduce a definition that allows us to extend our results to a wider class of fields. The elements m i j can be replaced by field elements which are not algebraically independent over the ground field. D 1. Let X be a finite subset of a field F. For each subset S of X, define
denote the set of all k-subsets of X. We say that X is k-Boolean independent if, for all functions
Note that, if X is k-Boolean independent and kh k, then X may not be khBoolean independent.
, … , x n ) where x " , … , x n are algebraically independent over K. In this case, X l ox " , … , x n q is k-Boolean independent for 1 k n.
E 2. Let F be a field and let
be a chain of subfields, where
q is a basis for F i over F i−" , it follows that oπ(S ) Q S 7 X q is linearly independent over F ! . In particular, X is k-Boolean independent for all 1 k t. The following are examples :
(
where p is any prime and n l n " n # …n t , n i 2, for all i. Then there is a tower of subfields
It is easy to prove by induction on t that X is a t-Boolean independent subset of whenever 1 t k. E 4. Let F contain an element x which is transcendental over the prime field of F. Let m " , m # , … , m n be a sequence of positive integers satisfying
It
, … , m i k , and, since the powers of x are linearly independent over the prime field, it follows that the set X l ox m ", x m #, … , x m nq is kBoolean independent for 1 k n.
P 1. If F is an infinite field and n is a positi e integer, then F contains
an n-subset which is k-Boolean independent for 1 k n.
Proof. If F has characteristic 0, then is a subfield of F, and the result follows from Example 3. Suppose that F has characteristic p. If F is algebraic over p , then, for any finite subfield K of F, take an element α ? FkK. Now α is algebraic over K since p 7 K. Hence K(α) is a finite subfield of F that contains K properly. Thus we can produce an arbitrarily long chain of finite subfields of F, and the proposition follows from Example 2. If F is not algebraic over p , then F contains an element which is transcendental over p , and the result follows from Example 4. 
k-point separation with linear functionals
Let U be a vector space over a field F, and let U * be the dual space of U. We define
We say that LS k (U, F ) is undefined if there is no k-point separating family of linear functionals in the dual space of U. For any field F, n-dimensional vector space U over F and positive integer k, it is shown in [2] that, if
From this we see that LS k (U, F ) can be undefined only when F is finite. This is the case, for example, when k QF Q. For more details on the case when F is finite, see [2] . T 3. Let F be a field which contains a set of cardinality n#(kk1) which is t-Boolean independent for 2 t n(kk1), and let U be an n-dimensional ector space o er F. Then, for n, k 2, we ha e LS k (U, F ) l n(kk1).
We divide the proof of Theorem 3 into two lemmas. L 2. If F and U are as in Theorem 3, then, for n, k 2, LS k (U, F ) is defined and LS k (U, F ) n(kk1).
Proof. Let om i j Q j l 1, … , n(kk1), i l 1, … , nq be a set of cardinality n#(kk1) in F which is t-Boolean independent for 2 t n(kk1). Take U l F n , and, for each j l 1, … , n(kk1), define f j ? U * by
We claim that these n(kk1) linear functionals are k-point separating on U. Suppose that this is not true. Then there is a set V l op " , … , p k q of k distinct points in U such that, for each j, f j restricted to V is not injective. We construct a graph G with vertex set V and edge set E l o f " , … , f n(k−") q. The incidence relation is defined as follows. For each j ? o1, 2, … , n(kk1)q, since f j is not injective on V, we can select integers a j , b j such that 1 a j b j k and
We say that p a j and p b j are endpoints of the edge f j . Note that different edges may join the same vertices, but there are no loops.
This gives us a graph G with k vertices and n(kk1) edges. By Theorem 1, G contains a subgraph H l (V H , E H ) with at least two vertices which is an n-tree. By renumbering, we can take
Now, in coordinates, (9) becomes, for j ?
We think of (10) as a homogeneous system of n(tk1) linear equations in nt variables x i j . Since the p i are distinct and the f j are linear, we can replace p i by p i l p i kp t , for all i. Then p t l 0, and so we have reduced the system to a system of n(tk1) equations in n(tk1)
then the matrix of coefficients of the linear system is equal to the matrix M(H ) of Theorem 2. By Corollary 1, since H is an n-tree, we have det M(H ) 0. This implies that the homogeneous system has only the trivial solution. It follows that p i l 0 for all i. Hence p i l p t for all i. This contradicts the fact that the p i are distinct. The proof is complete.
We recall some definitions and results from linear algebra. Let U be an ndimensional vector space over a field F. An affine subspace X of dimension w in U is a coset X l xjW where W is a (linear) subspace of U of dimension w. X is a hyperplane (respectively, line) if X is of dimension nk1 (respectively, 1). The following are well known :
(A) If L is a line and H is a hyperplane in U, then either (i) L is contained in some (unique) hyperplane parallel to H, or (ii) L intersects each hyperplane parallel to H in precisely one point.
(B) If H " , … , H t are hyperplanes in U, then the intersection H " E…EH t is either empty or an affine subspace of dimension at least nkt.
Let be a family of functions from X to Y, and let S 7 X. We say that S spoils if, for each f ? , there exist x, y ? S, x y, such that f(x) l f( y). Clearly is kpoint separating if and only if is not spoiled by any subset S of X with QS Q k.
L 3. If U is an n-dimensional ector space o er a field F, then LS k (U, F ) n(kk1) pro ided that LS k (U, F ) is defined. In particular, this is the case when F is infinite.
Proof. Let be any family of linear functionals on U of cardinality n(kk1)k1. It suffices to show that there is some subset S of U of cardinality less than or equal to k which spoils . The idea of our proof is first to find two points p, q which spoil at least nk1 functionals in . Then we generate successively additional points p " , p # , … , p l , … , p k−# so that, as each new point p l is generated, we make sure that n additional functionals in are spoiled by the three points p, q, p l . Then, since
Clearly we can assume that each functional f ?
is not zero, and so f −" (c) is a hyperplane for c ? F. We begin by selecting any (nk1)-subset ! of . Then, since 0 ? f −" (0) for all f ? ! , we have by result (B) above that I l 4 f ? ! f −" (0) has dimension at least 1. Let p, q ? I, p q, and let L ! be the line containing p and q. Let
Note that ! contains at least nk1 functionals in and is spoiled by o p, qq. Now assume that we have found, for each l kk2, the following :
(1) a subset l of such that (i)
If Q l Q nk1j(lj1) n, we take l+" l l and p l+" l p l . Thus we can assume that
We select h 7 B l such that Q hQ l nk1 if Q B l Q nk1 ; otherwise, take h l B l . Then the intersection J l 4 f ? h f −" ( f( p)) contains p, and, by result (B) above, it has dimension at least 1. Therefore, there is a line
Now there are two cases : (I) l D l , and (II) l D . In case I, let p l+" be any point on line L " that is different from p. Then is spoiled by o p, p l+" q, and hence all of is spoiled by o p, q, p " , … , p l+" q. In case II, take g ? B( l D ), and let d l g (q) . Now, by the definition of , L " is not contained in any hyperplane g −" (c) parallel to g −" (d ), and so, by result (A) above, g −" (d ) intersects L " in exactly one point ; call this p l+" . We claim that p l+" p and p l+" q.
This implies that l ! . Then h 7 7 ! 7 l , which is contrary to the definition of h. It follows that l+" l l D Dogq is spoiled by o p, q, p " , … , p l+" q and Q l+" Q (nk1)jlnj(nk1)j1 l nk1j(lj1) n, as desired.
k-point separation with smooth functions
In this section, we determine the cardinality DS k ( n , ) of a smallest family of smooth ( _ ) functions from n to that separates every set of k distinct points in n . Our references for this section are [6, 14, 15] . Given
for x ? n . We identify the derivative DF(x): n m with the Jacobian matrix [cf i (x)\cx j ]. The rank of F at x is the rank of DF(x). We require three lemmas.
L 4. If F : n m is smooth on an open set U, then there is a non-empty open set V 7 U on which F has constant rank.
Proof. Let x be a point of U at which the rank of DF(x) attains its maximum, say k. This implies that DF(x) has a kik non-singular submatrix. Since the determinant is a continuous function, it follows that the same submatrix is nonsingular in a neighborhood V of x, and hence DF(X ) has rank k in V. 
Proof. Since linear functionals on n are smooth, by Proposition 1 and Lemma 2,
It therefore suffices to prove that any family of smooth functions on n of cardinality nkknk1 is spoiled by some set of at most k points in n .
For 7 , let g " , … , g s be the distinct elements of listed in any fixed order. Define
Note that y ? F −" (F (x))koxq ox, yq spoils .
By Lemma 4, since is finite, we can find a non-empty open set U of n such that, for all 7 , F has constant rank throughout U. Without loss of generality, we take U l n .
Our plan is to show that there exists a partition of
such that the following are true :
(1) Q ! Q l nk1 and Q j Q l n for 1 j kk2;
there exists a point a ? n , and there exists a nested sequence L j , 0 j kk2, of submanifolds of n of positive dimension such that, for 1 j kk2, , c # , … , c k−# q spoils , as desired. To prove the existence of such a partition, we consider first the easy case in which rank (F ) nk1 for every (nk1)-subset of . In this case, we can take (11) to be any partition satisfying (1) above, and let a be any point of n . Write 
Assume that we have already selected L j , 0 j i kk2, satisfying the conditions in (2) above. Notice that each L j is 1-dimensional. To define L i , we consider three cases : 
is a manifold of positive dimension, and so any point
Case 3 : rank(F i ) l n and rank
In addition, we define
In this case, F i and F have rank n, and F ! and G have rank nk1. Thus the manifold K l G −" G(a) is 1-dimensional. Now it suffices to establish Assertion 1. It remains to prove Assertion 1. Since F i has rank n throughout n , by the Inverse Function Theorem, there are open sets U and V with a ? U such that F i maps U diffeomorphically onto V. To simplify the proof, we identify U with V via F i . This allows us to assume that the functions g j are simply the coordinate projections g j (x " , … , x n ) l x j for (x " , … , x n ) ? U. From above, both K and L ! are 1-dimensional manifolds containing a. Since L i−" is a manifold of positive dimension contained in L ! , it also has dimension 1, and, by assumption, it contains a. It follows from Lemma 6 that there are coordinate systems : I " ,-K and ψ : I # ,-L i−"
where I " and I # are open intervals in chosen so that 0 ? I " EI # , (0) l ψ(0) l a l (a " , … , a n ) and each of D (t), t ? I " , and Dψ(t), t ? I # , have rank 1, and in particular are non-zero. We write (t) l ( " (t), … , n (t)) for i ? I " ψ(t) l (ψ " (t), … , ψ n (t)) for i ? I # . Then D (t) l ( " (t), … , n (t)) for i ? I " Dψ(t) l (ψ " (t), … , ψ n (t)) for i ? I # .
We wish to establish that n (t) 0 for t ? I " and ψ n (t) 0 for t ? I # .
k-    
Let l of r : r ? q. By Vandermonde's determinant, if r " , … , r n are distinct elements of , then the homogeneous linear system f r i (x) l 0, 1 i n, has only the trivial solution x l 0. It follows that, if p and q are distinct points of n , then the set ( p, q) l of ? Q f( p) l f(q)q has at most nk1 elements. Now we claim that separates every set of A α points. If this is not true, then there is a set S of A α points that is not separated by . Hence, for each f ? , there is a pair of distinct points p, q ? S such that f( p) l f(q). That is, has cardinality A α and each set ( p, q) has cardinality n, the right-hand side of (12) has cardinality A α , and we have a contradiction.
